






Images shown are 36" x 80" doors and show the direction of the design 
when it is manufactured. Designs will change slightly with door width and height variations.

Design Gallery Design Gallery

Biltmore Chili Ristra Classic French Deer Meadow Elegante Essex Folkstone French Hummingbird Garland Guardsman

Halcyon Harbour Beacon Harvard Heart of Texas Leeds Lizard Bar Longfellow Manchester

Martini Modern Cross Modern Trellis Nogales Nottingham Playa Prosperity Quail Covey Queen MaryMatrix Plain Bar

Sail Away Seychelles Sheraton Spaniard Stencil Sunfire Texas Star Trellis Winchester Windfall Yale

A Strong Statement
The array of design, color and screen 
choices available in our premium security 
doors allow you to create the perfect 
door for your application, delivering the 
function you want while making a strongly 
secure design statement.  Commercial 
grade, metal alloy frames combined with 
a variety of screen choices and countless 
hardware options to secure your home’s 
entryways and add the function you value 
most.

An Inspired Design...for Every Home

Double doors have a center post that is attached 
to the passive door, leaving no obstruction to the 
entryway when both doors are open.  The active 
door (with handle) can be specified as left or right.

Some single door designs are mirrored in a double 
door as shown below.
Mirrored models include: Acadian, Chili Ristra, Elegante, French 
Hummingbird, Garland, Harbour Beacon, Harvard, Kokopelli, 
Lizard Bar, Martini, Matrix, Nogales, Playa, Quail Covery, Sail 
Away Sunfire, and Yale.

Acadian
available 4/30/2022

Kokopelli
available 4/30/2022

Lakewood
available 4/30/2022

Lancaster
available 4/30/2022

While under tension, wires are woven into 
stainless steel mesh

Stainless steel mesh is cut, pre-treated, and 
powder coated

Mesh panels are secured in product frames 
with patented mechanical attachment 
systems

Exclusive Technology
The Meshtec Advanced Screen System utilizes an exclusive manufacturing platform to deliver patent protected,
high tensile strength, stainless steel screen security products that are easy to see through and almost 
impossible to get through.

Available with Meshtec Advanced 
Screen System only.

Full View

Advanced S creen  Systems

IMPACT SHEER PRY
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TITkN 

Hammertone Finish 

White Beige Desert Sand 

Copperclad Wineberry Black 

The colors shown may not be accurately represented. See deafer for color samples. 

Perforated Aluminum Screen 
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Desert Sand 
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Beige 

Royal Brown Black 

Terra Beige 

Blue 

Note: Perforated aluminum and Meshtec screens are secured into the door 

permanently, and are not available as replacements after the initial order. 

*Meshtec® 

Security Screen

Insect Screen Tempered 

Safety Glass 

•Not available on Garland, Guardsman, Lizard Bar, Plain Bar, Quail 

Covey and Seychelles designs or pool code handle height doors.

Meshtec screen is the only screen available in the Full View door. 

MK1639 

03112022 

Val/elf Jsle 

Silverado 

Forest Green 

Satin Finish 

Royal Brown Metal Gray 

Red 

Sun/Pet Screen 

White Gray 

Desert Sand Brown Black 

Sun/Pet Screen, Tempered Safety Glass, and Insect Screen inserts 

are available separately, and can be used in conjunction with a 

perforated aluminum screen, or Meshtec screen. 
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